Attention International Students:

**ISSO Open Hours @ GSOM**

Stop by to get immigration advice from Scott Keller, Assistant Director of Clark’s International Students & Scholars Office (ISSO). No need to make an appointment. Simply drop in between the hours of 11:30 AM and 12:30PM on the Thursdays listed here.

Those who would like to apply for OPT must attend an OPT workshop or find out about OPT during one of these Open Hours before making an OPT application appointment.

For immigration advice throughout the week, please email skeller@clarku.edu or call 508-793-7339 to ask a question or to make an appointment to meet with Scott at the ISSO, located in the Corner House.

**Clark University**
International Students & Scholars Office (ISSO)
Corner House, Second Floor
Corner of Charlotte and Woodland Streets

Phone: 508-793-7339
Fax: 508-421-3732
Email: skeller@clarku.edu